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Abstract 

The three dimensional discrete cosine transform (3-D DCT) is used in many 3-D applications such as video coding and 
compression. The type-II 3-D DCT is mostly used. The fast algorithms developed for the implementation of I-D DCT are used for 
the implementation of 3-D DCT using the row-column approach. The 3-D decimation in the frequency vector-radix algorithms 
(3-D DIF VR) developed involve less arithmetic operations and their implementation is faster than the conventional row-column-
frame (RCF) approach. In this paper, we propose a fully pipe lined systolic architecture for efficient implementation of 3-D DCT-
II using the 3-D DIF VR algorithm [16] which yields high throughput apart from regularity and simplicity. 
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1. Introduction 
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used in speech and image processing applications. DCT [1] is the most efficient 
transform for compression of speech and image data. Performance of the DCT is comparable to the optimal Karhunen-
Loeve transform [2] for the purpose of the data compression, feature extraction and filtering applications. So several fast 
algorithms have been developed for efficient computation of 1-D and 2-D DCT. Development of algorithm for 3-D DCT 
is usually calculated using the row column frame (RCF) approach or through mapping it to 1-D and using other 
transforms [12]. 3-D decimation-in-frequency, vector-radix algorithm (3-D DIF VR) is used for fast calculation of 3-D 
type-II DCT in which the number of multiplication is reduced significantly. Some fast algorithms have been developed to 
reduce the computational cost of 3-D DCT [12]. Boussakta and Alsibami [16] have developed a 3-D vector-radix 
decimination–in-frequency (VR DIF) algorithm for fast implementation of 3-D DCT-II. This algorithm is found to be 
faster and requires substantially fewer multiplications as compare with the familiar RCF approach. It has a regular 
butterfly structure but they have not proposed an efficient architecture for its implementation. In this paper, we have 
reviewed the algorithm of [16] and proposed an efficient architecture for implementation of 3-D DCT-II. 
The composition of the rest of the paper is as follows: the algorithm of [16] is reviewed in Section-II. Section-III deals 
with the proposed architecture for implementation of 3-D DCT-II. Throughput and hardware considerations are given in 
Section-IV. Concluding remarks are given in Section V. 
 
2. A.  3-D DCT-II 
The 3-D type-II discrete cosine transform of  of size , can be defined as: 

 
 = 0, 1, 2…..,Ni 

where  ,    i = 1, 2, 3. 

and   

  i = 1, 2, 3. 

 
2. B.  3-D DIF VR algorithm 
The 3-D DCT is usually computed using algorithms developed for the 1-D DCT applied over each dimension successively 
in a row-column style [3-5]. However, multidimensional algorithms involve less arithmetic operations and can be faster 
[6, 7-9]. 
In this paper, a 3-D decimation in frequency vector-radix algorithm that calculates the 3-D DCT-II directly is introduced. 
In this algorithm, the  3-D DCT-II is first decomposed into eight   point 3-D DCTs. Each 

  3-D DCT is then divided further until we get  transforms. 
Let  and assume that the factor  is merged into . First, we need to rearrange the input 
data,  as follows: 
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If index ni of the element x of input matrix is even then ni is replaced by ni / 2 in the element y of rearranged matrix. 
If index ni of the element x of input matrix is odd then  is replaced by  in the element y of 
rearranged matrix. 
Replacing each element  in Eq. (1) by corresponding element , the 3-D DCT –II can be written 
as: 

 
where  i = 1, 2, 3. 
If we consider the even and odd parts of  and  , the general formula for the calculation of the 3-D DCT-II can be 
written as 

 
i j l={000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111} 
where 

(4) 
i, j and l equal to zero for even indices and one for odd indices. 

 
Using the trigonometric identity 

                                   (6) 
i = 1, 2, 3. 
the following relations can be derived 
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Using the trigonometric identity 

 

(14) 
 
the following relations can be derived 

 

 
 
To achieve the rearrangement of the input data, the elements of the 3-D matrix are input as shown in Fig. 1. The 
elements of plane Y = 3, Y = 0, Y = 1 and Y = 2 are used in succession. The order of flow of the data in each plane of the 
matrix is shown by arrow mark. The rearrangement of matrix is achieved by ordered flow of the data. 
 

 
Figure 1 Diagram showing the order of flow of data 

 
3. Proposed architecture for implementation of 3-D DCT 
The proposed architecture for implementation of  3-D DCT is shown in Fig-2. It consists of four columns of 
shift registers C1, C2, C3 and C4. Each column consists of sixteen shift registers. Shift registers R1 to R16, R17 to R32, R33 to 
R48 and R49 to R64 are contained in C1, C2, C3 and C4, respectively. The elements x(0,3,3), x(1,3,3), x(2,3,3), x(3,3,3), 
x(3,3,2), x(2,3,2), x(1,3,2) and x(0,3,2) fill up R8, R7, R6, R5, R4, R3, R2 and R1 registers of  sequentially. The elements 
x(0,3,1), x(1,3,1), x(2,3,1), x(3,3,1), x(3,3,0), x(2,3,0), x(1,3,0) and x(0,3,0) fill up R17, R18, R19, R20, R21, R22, R23 and  R24 
registers of  sequentially. The elements x(0,0,0), x(1,0,0), x(2,0,0), x(3,0,0), x(3,0,1), x(2,0,1), x(1,0,1) and x(0,0,1) fill 
up R40, R39, R38, R37, R36, R35, R34 and  R33 registers of  sequentially. The elements x(0,0,2), x(1,0,2), x(2,0,2), x(3,0,2), 
x(3,0,3), x(2,0,3), x(1,0,3) and x(0,0,3) fill up R49, R50, R51, R52, R53, R54, R55 and  R56 registers of  sequentially. The 
elements x(0,1,3), x(1,1,3), x(2,1,3), x(3,1,3), x(3,1,2), x(2,1,2), x(1,1,2) and x(0,1,2) fill up R16, R15, R14, R13, R12, R11, 
R10 and  R9 registers of  sequentially. The elements x(0,1,1), x(1,1,1), x(2,1,1), x(3,1,1), x(3,1,0), x(2,1,0), x(1,1,0) and 
x(0,1,0) fill up R25, R26, R27, R28, R29, R30, R31 and  R32 registers of  sequentially. The elements x(0,2,0), x(1,2,0), 
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x(2,2,0), x(3,2,0), x(3,2,1), x(2,2,1), x(1,2,1) and x(0,2,1) fill up R48, R47, R46, R45, R44, R43, R42 and  R41 registers of  
sequentially. The elements x(0,2,2), x(1,2,2), x(2,2,2), x(3,2,2), x(3,2,3), x(2,2,3), x(1,2,3) and x(0,2,3) fill up R57, R58, 
R59, R60, R61, R62, R63 and  R64 registers of  sequentially. The order of flow of data is shown in Fig.1. 
Data from the shift registers of Rows 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12 shifts sequentially in the order of first C4, then C3, then 
C1 and then C2. Data from the shift registers of Rows 5,6,7,8,13,14,15 and 16 shifts sequentially in the order of first C3, 
then C4, then C2 and then C1. 
The proposed structure consists of another column of eight cells D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 and D8. In the first time-step, 
data from Row-1 shifts to D1, D2, D3 and D4 in order and data from Row-4 shifts to D5, D6, D7 and D8 in order, 
respectively i.e., data from R49 shifts to cell D1, data from R33 shifts to cell D2, data from R1 shifts to cell D3, data from 
R17 shifts to cell D4, data from R52 shifts to cell D5, data from R36 shifts to cell D6, data from R4 shifts to cell D7 and data 
from R20 shifts to cell D8. Similarly data from Rows-3 and 2, Rows-8 and 5, Rows-6 and 7, Rows-9 and 12, Rows-11 and 
10, Rows-16 and 13 and Rows-14 and 15 shift to cells D1 to D8 in the next time-steps in their respective sequence. 
The proposed structure consists of three sets of four identical processing elements each. The first set consists of 
processing elements PE-1, PE-2, PE-3 and PE-4. In the same time-step data from D1 and D2 go to PE-1, data from D3 and 
D4 go to PE-2, data from D5 and D6 go to PE-3 and data from D7 and D8 go to PE-4. In each time-step one addition and 
one subtraction are being performed in each PE simultaneously. The structure of each PE is shown in Fig.3. Each PE has 
two inputs V1 and V2 and two outputs. One output gives the sum of two inputs,  and the other output gives the 
difference of two inputs, . 
 

 
Figure 2 Function of each PE 

 
The second set of four processing elements consists of PE-5, PE-6, PE-7 and PE-8. The structure and operation of these 
four processing elements are same as those of previous sets of processing elements. The outputs  of PE-1 and PE-
2 are input to PE-5. The output  of PE-1 and PE-2 are input to PE-6. The outputs  of PE-3 and PE-4 are 
input to PE-7 and the outputs of PE-3 and PE-4 are input to PE-8. The third set of processing elements consists of 
PE-9, PE-10, PE-11 and PE-12 which are identical. The outputs  of PE-5 and PE-7 are input to PE-9. The outputs 

 of PE-5 and PE-7 are inputs to PE-10. The outputs of PE-6 and PE-8 are input to PE-11. The outputs 
 of PE-6 and PE-8 are input to PE-12. 

The  output of PE-9 gives the 3-D DCT component  directly. The  output of PE-9 is 
added with the bit reversal of the previous output and multiplied by  to get component . 
The  output of PE-10 is added recursively with the bit-reversal of the two previous outputs and multiplied by 

 to get the component . The  output of PE-10 is added recursively with the bit-
reversal of the just previous, the 2nd previous and the 3rd previous outputs and multiplied by  to 
get the component . The  output of PE-11 is added recursively with the bit reversal of 
the four previous outputs and multiplied by  to get component . The  output of 
PE-11 is added recursively with the bit-reversal of just previous, the 4th previous and the 5th previous outputs and 
multiplied by  to get the component . The output of PE-12 is 
added recursively with the bit-reversal of the 2nd previous, the 4th previous and the 6th previous outputs and multiplied 
by  to get the component . The  output of PE-12 is added 
recursively with the bit-reversal of the 1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th previous outputs and multiplied by 

  to get the component . 
 
4. Throughput and hardware considerations 
The proposed structure for computing  3-D DCT requires 3N numbers of identical PEs. In every 
computational cycle each PE performs one addition and one subtraction operation simultaneously. Each PE consists of 
two adders. The duration of each time-step is, therefore, the time required for computing an addition. The first set of 2N 
outputs is obtained after  time-steps. However, successive sets of  point 3-D DCT are obtained in 
every N time-step. The proposed structure consists of N 3 number of shift registers and 2N number of cells. There is a 
control unit which directs data from the shift registers to the respective cells in each clock cycle. A global CLK signal 
ensures the concept functioning of the control unit. The proposed structures requires ( ) number of multipliers. It 
requires 6N number of adders in the PEs and  number of adders for the recursive additions. It requires (4N+2) 
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number of delays and additional  number of shift registers. The same set of N 3 data must be input 2N number 
of times to get N 3 number of transform components. 
The implementation of 3-D DCT-II using 3-D VR DIF algorithm [16] consists of four stages. The 1st stage is the 3-D 
reordering using the index mapping of [6, 15]. The 2nd stage is the butterfly calculation. In the 3rd stage 3-D bits are 
reversed to get bit reversal data. The 3-D post-addition stage is the 4th stage. Butterfly stages compute equation (3), and 
computation of equations (5, 7-9, 11-13 and 15) is done in the post addition stage. The total number of real 
multiplications and additions required for the implementation of 3-D DCT using 3-D VR DIF algorithm [16] are, 
respectively,   and  . The total number of real multiplications required for the 
proposed structure is . The total number of real additions required for the proposed structures . 
 

Table 1: Comparison of number of multiplications and additions of the proposed structure with those of [16]. 

Structure No. of multiplications No. of additions 

[16]     

Proposed Architecture     
 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a fully pipe lined systolic architecture for efficient implementation of 3-D DCT-II using 
3-D DIF VR algorithm which yields high throughput apart from regularity and simplicity. The hardware complexity of 
the architecture is less than those of existing architectures. The number of multiplications of the proposed architecture is 
more than 40% less than the number of multiplications required in RCF approach. Proposed architecture requires 50% 
less multiplications and 25% less additions compared to the architecture of [16]. 
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Figure 1 : Proposed architecture for  implementation of  4 x 4 x 4 3-D DCT. 

 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


